Leadership in excellence

SHREE
BHARATH VIDYAASHRAM

Ignite, Inspire, Imbibe

Nine Jewels of SBV










Be punctual.
Be courteous.
Be inquisitive for knowledge.
Be honest.
Obey your parents and teachers.
Always speak the truth.
Come in proper uniform or will groomed to school.
Imbibe, Involve, Indulge in sports.
Do not be jealous or envious of others.

Environment Day – JUNE 5th 2018
A day set aside since 1974 to promote worldwide awareness and action for the protection of our
environment. This year’s theme is “BEAT PLASTIC POLLUTION “.
 Children of Shree Bharath Vidyaashram planted saplings of trees in the area beside the
school to save the environment from pollution.
 India is the Global host of 2018 world environment day.

International Yoga Day – 21th June 2018
International Yoga Day is celebrated on the 21st of June each year. Practicing yoga is one of the
ways to grow into a better human being with a sharp mind, a good heart and a relaxed soul.
Yoga is known for its amazing health benefits. International Yoga Day, celebrated on the 21st of
June each year ever since its inception in 2015, is a great effort to emphasize the importance of
inculcating this ancient Indian art in our lives. Here are essays on International Yoga Day of
varying lengths to help you with the topic in your exam. You can select any International Yoga
Day essay as per your need.
On this day, which is dedicated to inner and outer well-being of human body,
people across the world practice yoga in groups. The International Day of Yoga aims to raise
awareness worldwide of the many benefits of practicing yoga, a physical, mental and spiritual
practice

Demise Of “India’s Missile Man”-June 27th -2018
 The afterglow of glorious sunsets colour the horizon with flaming hues.
 Dr. A.P.J. Abdul kalam was a man who dreamed and whose passion in life was to
inspire others to dream. Tribute to this Missile Man was paid by the Students of Shree
Bharath Vidyaashram on his 3rd Death Anniversary. He was a great Scientist, Thinker
and is the 11th President of India.
 One of his best remembered quotes is about dreams as well. He said “Dream is not that
which you see while sleeping it is something that does not let you sleep “.

Friendship Day - 3rd August 2018
The biggest relationship in this world is Friendship. Friendship is rare. So keep it with are
so that it grows. These proverbs are common. Friendship develops between two persons
where there is love. Usually the friend is the mirror to another. We should see our friends
both in times of joy as well as in sorrow. For a person who stands by you during bad time
is your real friend. As they say “ A friend in need is a friend indeed”. A friend is given
by God. A friend is like a beacon light during your dark days. To have a friend with a
heart of love is more than one can actually ask for. A friend is really precious gem hidden
in the dark caves of the ocean.

“ LUCKY IS THE MAN WHO IS BLESSED WITH A TRUE FRIEND”
“FRIENDS AND FLOWERS
ARE MUCH THE SAME
WHEN THEY ARE TOGEATHER
SOMETHING BEAUTIFULL HAPPENS.
THINKING OF YOU IS LIKE
REMEBERING THESE BEAUTIFUL MEMORIES
ALL AT ONCE.”

Interschool Competition – 3rd Augut 2018
“Be active like ants,
Try to work with your hands.
Don’t take help from others,
Do the work that is yours.
Take some time to play,
Don’t waste playing with day.
Spend your time in concentation,
Not always in imagination.”

Fruit Salad Day-14th August 2018
"The tiny tots of the kindergarten of Shree Bharath Vidyaashram Celebrate “Fruit Salad
Day“ on August 14 (Tuesday).
On that day the bulletin boards of the KG wing corridors were beautifully decorated
with pictures and models of fruits of different colours and shapes.
To celebrate the “Fruit Salad Day “ children were asked to bring one favorite fruit to
class to share with their friends.
On their fruit salad day the tiny dots learned more about taste. Smell and color of each
fruit. Beside this they also learn the importance of washing fruits before eating and
benefits of eating fresh fruits.
Teacher along with the children sang song on fruit and then teacher showed the
children how to make fruit salad and the importance of having FRUIT SALAD DAY2018."The tiny tots of the kindergarten of Shree Bharath Vidyaashram Celebrate “Fruit
Salad Day“ on August 14 (Tuesday). On that day the bulletin boards of the KG wing
corridors were beautifully decorated with pictures and models of fruits of different colors
and shapes.
To celebrate the “Fruit Salad Day “ children were asked to bring one favorite fruit to
class to share with their friends.On their fruit salad day the tiny dots learned more about
taste. Smell and colour of each fruit. Beside this they also learn the importance of
washing fruits before eating and benefits of eating fresh fruits.
Teacher along with the children sang song on fruit and then teacher showed the children
how to make fruit salad and the importance of having fruit everyday was explained to tiny
tots. A special thanks to all the parents for making this activity enjoyable and colorful by
their creative ideas. fruit everyday was explained to tiny tots.
A special thanks to all the parents for making this activity enjoyable and colorful by their
creative ideas.

Independence Day – 15th August 2018
72nd Independence Day Was Celebrated At Shree Bharath Vidyaashram With Great Patriotic Fervor.


Dr. Gajendra Raj – Dean Of Bharath Law College Was The Chief Guest And He Hoisted The Flag
In The Entrance Of The School Building Sharp By 8.30 A.M. Our School Children Marched Out In
A Procession Along With Music Band.



Mrs.Madhumathi – K.G. Coordinator Addressed The Gathering. Cherubic Tots Were Dressed Up
As Great Patriotic Leaders Followed By An Amazing Performance Of YOGA By The Shining Little
Stars – K.G. Students Performance Of Yoga To The Music Was Mind Blowing And Gave A Spirit Of
Enthusiasm To The Audience. Speech On Independence Day Was Given By The Students In
English, Hindi And Tamil. The Programme Came To An End With The National Anthem.

Hindi Prachara Sabha:23th August 2018
Every year, International Hindi day is celebrated on 14th september on Dakshin Bharath Hindi
prachar sabha classes are conduted at SBV. Children have attended the examation and came out
with flying colors. This is an additional feather and pride for SBV.

Market Day- 28th August 2018:
We celebrated MARKET DAY at SHREE BHARATH VIDHYAASHRAM on
Friday. The school was all set for the marketing day, the idea behind the market day is to set
vegetables and fruits market by the children which also had selling activity .The concept of
market day is to make the kids understand the importance of agriculture cultivation ,
transportation and selling goods to the end customers , here the end customers were their parents.
The students were formed in a group and each group was divided into 4 to 6 students of
LKG and UKG classes. They were given vegetables and fruits to sell. The students displayed the
fruits and vegetables neatly and legibly this impacted them the knowledge of making good
presentation. There was a kid named as banker who acted as a banker for the day, the banker was
handling dummy rupees which was denominated as Rs 1, 5 , 10 respectively . The parents
collected dummy rupees from the banker and did shopping the parents was allowed to get as
much as money they can they were not restricted in the amount to be got. They collected the
money form the banker and did vegetables and fruits shopping. They went shop to shop were our
kids displayed their vegetables and fruits.
Many parents participated in this event , saw their kids selling vegetables and fruits. The event
was highly appreciated by the parents they enjoyed watching their kids into action. We also
provided paper bags to the parents for purchasing the vegetables and fruits which was a sign of
plastic ban in the society, as social interest and creating awareness to the parents.

Thus the market day ended with high energy of practical knowledge to the students
and parent. The parents was much experienced and motivated us to come up with more events
like this.

Teacher’s Day- 5th September2018
“The way you teach
The knowledge you share
The care you take
The love you give..
Makes you
The world’s best teachers.”

CEO Inspection: 11th september2018
CEO of kanchipuram district visited our school and gave an inspiring speech to the teachers on
various teaching methodologies and tols to be incorporate in the classrooms for teaching. He also
enphassied the fact on holistic development of the caried needed for the 21th century and stress
free learing enviroment.

Phonics Workshop- 26th september2018
Workshop done by Mrs. Basu from scholastic publication.

SPIRITUAL EVENTS:
Vinayaga chathurthi- 13th September 2018

ARTICALS:
IMPACT OF COMPUTER GAMES ON YOUTH
Some Years ago, when children talked about games , it meant team games like football , cricket ,
hockey , basketball , shuttle tennis and the like. But today games are more or less dominated by
computer games in the minds of youngsters.
Many claim that computer games improve coordination, attention, concentration and problem –
solving skills. It also enhance memory, helps in multitasking capability and can also be used as
excellent teaching tools. Let us accept these facts that they are very good for the brain.
Let us now look at some of the negative effects.








Very young children are also exposed to the world of computer gaming. So there should
be supervision of the parents while the children are playing the game as to what type of
game is played , amount of time one spends on computer games have to be limited.
There are studies which show that video games can lead to aggressive behavior.
Another difficulty with video games is that parents rarely spend time with their children.
They lose the chance to spend quality time with their kids and of course they lose the
chance to understand what type of behavior change is occurring in their children because
of the video games they play.
They also become dumboxes glued to the screen.

So my sincere advice and appeal toparents to spend some of their valuable time with the children
in moulding their character to become great futuristic citizens for the society.

Time of destiny:
Whatever happened on yesterday or past better do not continue to next day.
The next day is given to live happily and not to do the same mistakes happened on yesterday or past.
The wiser use the opportunity of the next day. The fatuous will think about the past.
But your present action will change your future and also make you forget your past.
Choose whether you’re a wiser nonentity..!

SBV CHILDERN ARTISTICE SKILL:

